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On the Reconstruction of a Weak Phase-Amplitude
Objekt. III
Three-Dimensional Reconstruction
By B. J. Hoenders* and H. A. Ferwerda
Technical Physical Laboratories University of Groningen, The Netherlands
Received 19 December 1972
Abstract
In this paper we propose a method for the three-dimensional reconstruction of an
object by illuminating the object successively by a set of plane electron waves.
The object is supposed to be described by an electrostatic potential distribution
V(x, y, z), which is the quantity to be reconstructed. Only elastically scattered elec-
trons are taken into account.
Inhalt
Zur Rekonstruktion eines schwachen Phasen-Amplituden-Objekts, III. Es
wird eine Methode zur dreidimensionalen Objektrekonstruktion angegeben, bei der
das Objekt in aufeinanderfolgenden Schritten mit ebenen Elektronenwellen aus
verschiedenen Richtungen bestrahlt wird. Die Objektstruktur wird als Verteilung
des elektrostatischen Potentials V(x, y, z) angesetzt, diese wird quantitativ rekon-
struiert. Nur elastische Elektronenstreuung wird betrachtet.
1. Introduction
In the previous articles, Hoenders [1], Hoenders and Ferwerda [2], it has
been shown how, with some appropriate assumptions (e.g. weak objects), the
object wave function ψ(xo, Yo, zo} can be constructed from the contrast in
the (not necessarily Gaussian) image plane z = Zl' ψ(xo, Yo, zo} is the wave
function in a plane z = Zodirectly behind the object and so represents a kind
of "projection" of the object onto that plane (z is measured along the optical
axis). It is clear that in this way information about the structure of the object
in the illumination direction will be lost. This is hardly a problem if we deal
with a "thin" object (by which we mean in this context an object across
which the potential distribution V(x, y, z), describing the object, varies very
slowly with z}; for then V(x, y, z} is almost independent of z. However, if this
is no longer the case we have to perform other measurements in order to
* based on apart of a PhD-thesis submitted to the State University at Groningen,
The Netherlands (June 1972).
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obtain information about the structure in the z direction. There are supposed
to be at least two ways to perform experiments such that the three-dimen-
sional structure of the object can be deduced from them (seeHoppe [3]) i.e. a}
from aseries of defocused images of the object, b} from aseries of images
obtained from successive illuminations of the object with plane waves, inci-
dent from different directions.
It is believed that one obtains in both ways sufficient information to re-
construct the three-dimensional structure of the object. We shall formulate
some criticism concerning proposal a}, and subsequently give in § 3.2 an
explicit method to reconstruct the three-dimensional structure of the object
using proposal b}.
2. Criticism concerning the possibility of three-dimensional reconstruction
from aseries of defocused images
At first sight it seems possible to construct the three-dimensional potential
distribution from aseries of defocused images. The considerations go as fol-
lows: for each value of the defocusing a particular plane exists inside the
object such that the current density in this plane, in the case of ideal image
formation, is proportional to the current density in the image plane. This
plane is called the conjugate plane. Hence, for different values of the defo-
cusing different planes in the object are "in focus". Intuitively one might
hope to combine the pictures taken at different defocusings to obtain a
three-dimensional picture of the object. However, although this reasoning
certainly is useful in light microscopy it is not true in electron microscopy,
because of the difference of depth of focus in both cases. The depth of focus
T may be defined by:
T =_δ_
Sln α
where α is the objective aperture and δ is the point resolving power. For the
light-optical case the depth of focus is about 0.4 µm, if we take δ ≈ 0.4 µm
and sin α ≈ 1 and for the electron optical case T is about 500 Å with δ ≈ 4 Å
and α ≈ 7.10-3 rad (see Picht and Heidenreich [4], § 1.4.4). Because
the details of the object one wants to observe with light, are of the order
of 0.4 µm, we may say that within a distance of the order of the depth
of focus no significant changes in detail will occur, so that the structure one
is interested in, may be studied in the light microscope. In electron microscopy
the focal depth of 500 Å is disastrous because here we are interested in details
of the order of a few Ångstroms. One obtains in the latter case a "projection"
of the object, and one cannot choose a plane inside the object which is "in
focus". Also two other objections make the success of the reconstruction
procedure described above doubtful.
1. If one wants to calculate the wave function on a plane inside the object
from the contrast in the image plane the potential distribution between this
plane and the image plane has to be known. But this distribution is essen-
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tially unknown in that part of the field which lies between the conjugate plane
in the object and a plane outside the object.
2. Def ocusingmight be interpreted as an appropriate change of the electro-
magnetic field in the microscope. Recalling that the image wave f unction is
completely determined by the wave f unction just immediately behind the
object a change of def ocusing cannot give f urther inf ormation about the
object (if noise is neglected).
3. Three-dimensional reconstruction
3.1. Introduction
Bef ore we can proceed to the discussion of the three-dimensional recon-
struction procedure we f irst specif yf rom which directions the object should
be illuminated. We shall assurne a plane wave illumination. The set of illumi-
nating plane waves is chosen according to the f ollowingrecipe: Let kj denote
the wave vector of the jth member of the set of plane waves, with components
kj,x, kj,y and kj,z, all kj having the magnitude k which is related to the











a is areal number, and j a positive integer.
a and j are limited below, because there are two restrictions we have to
impose upon the numbers Aj:
a. The maximum value of |k | ≡ |λ| is k f ork2. + k2. + k2 = k2.j,z j , j,x j,y j,z
b. Because of instrumental limitations it is not possible to illuminate the
object under all angles θh where θj is the angle between the wave vector k
and the optical axis of the microscope. Theref ore, if θmax = max(θj), we have
the f ollowingrestrictions f orAj:
k cos θmax< Aj.
Combining a and b we obtain that every number Aj has to satisf y
k cos θmax< Aj< k . (3.3)
We now determine the values of a and j, such that the numbers Aj satisf y
(3.3). These numbers Ajhave one limit point f orj → ∞, viz. a. Choose a such
that
k cos θmax< a < k, (3.4)
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and determine an interval around a such that the points k and k cos θmax
lie outside this interval. Then there exists a positive integer n, such that for
every j > n the numbers Aj* satisfy condition (3.3). Before we can turn to
the three-dimensional reconstruction we need the following Lemma which is
a direct consequence of Theorem 1 of the previous article, Hoenders and
Ferwerda [2].
Lemma
Let the real numbers Aj be defined by:
1Aj = a - _. j = n, ...
j
(3.5)
where the real number a and the positive integer n have been determined in
the first part of this section (viz. (3.3), (3.4) and the lines following these
formulae).
Introduce a regularized δ-function δc(z - z0) defined by:
δ (z- ) _ sinc(z-z )c Z0 _ 0
π(z -Z0)
(3.6)
where c is an arbitrarily large positive number.




ψn(A, p) =.pΠ (1-λ/).
j=n Aj
(3.9)
If ε denotes an arbitrary positive number, we can find a positive integer P(ε),
independent of z and Z0'such that Iev(z, Z0)| < ε for all p > P(ε), for all real
values of z, and for all real values of Z0lying in a bounded closed interval.
The proof of this lemma is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 1
of the previous article, Hoenders and Ferwerda [2], and will therefore be
omitted. We are now prepared to turn to the mathematical formulation and
subsequently to solve the three-dimensional reconstruction problem.
* This very specialchoiceof the numbers Aj ≡ kj.z is by no means essential for
the followingmathematical analysis; every other series Ajsatisfying (3.3) can be
chosen,without profoundlyaffectingthe mathematical analysis.
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3.2. Calculational procedure
According to scattering theory the object wave function is the solution of
the linear integral equation (see Merzbacher [5], formula (12.31)):
(3.10)
where τ is the whole three-dimensional space, r' = (x', y', z'), r0= (x0,Y0'Z0)'
U(r') = 2µ V(r'). µ is the electron mass, ħ is Planck's constant divided bvħ2
2π and V(r') is the scattering potential. This scattering potential describes
the object and is the quantity to be reconstructed. G( Ir0 - r' I)is the appro-
priate Green's function a useful integral representation of which is given by:
(3.11)
(see Merzbacher [7], formula (12.24)).
The solution of (3.10), in first-order Born approximation, is given by:
(3.12)
where
hj(r0) = ψj(r0)- exp(ikj . r0)· (3.13)
In previous papers, Hoenders [1] and Hoenders and Ferwerda [2], it has
been shown how the wave functions immediately behind the object can be
reconstructed up till an arbitrary accuracy (neglecting noise!) from the
contrast in the image plane, assuming that we are dealing with a weak phase
object (the fact that the object is described by a real potential V(r) already
implies that we only consider elastic scattering, which is tantamount to
saying that the object is a phase object; the use of the Born approximation
is consistent with the assumption of a weak phase object, the phase-shift
being a decreasing function of energy).
We now have to solve the following problem: for each incident plane wave
with wave vector kj we can calculate the function hj(r0) in the object plane
from the contrast in the image plane. How many illumination directions do
we need to compute U(r) up to a prespecified tolerance δ? If we have no a
priori knowledge about the object the question cannot be solved as first
pointed out by Toraldo di Francia [9]. We do have prior knowledge about the
object because we know the object to be built up from atoms. So the potential
function V(r) is a superposition of, say, screened Coulomb potentials:
(3.14)
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where rj is the position of the center of mass of the jth atom, aj the screening
length of the jth atom, Zj is the charge of the nucleus of the jth atom. So we
have some expectation about the behaviour of U(r)*. This is the physical
justification for a few mathematical assumptions which we shall have to
make in order to carry out a rigorous analysis. The mathematical details are
given in the Appendix.
There is one mathematical assumption which needs further discussion: it is
assumed that V(r) is bounded. This assumption apparently breaks down in
the vicinity of the nuclei of the atoms. This region is not probed by the small
angle scattering which occurs in electron microscopy. So we suppose the
infinities of V(r) at the positions of the nuclei to be removed and to be
replaced by finite functions so that V(r) is a continuous function. With these
considerations in mind we assurne the potentials U(r) to belong to a class
H {U} the members of which have the following properties:
1. The range of U(r) = U(x, y, z), i.e. the domains where U(x, y, z) is not
identically zero, is assumed to be contained in -∞ < x < +∞, -∞ < y
< +∞, -e ≤ z ≤ e where e is a known positive number (it may turn out
that a more sophisticated mathematical analysis could dispense with the
restriction in the z-direction. In our opinion the bounds on the z-values
sufficiently represent the physical situation).
2. There exists a positive number M, such that for every member U ε H {U}
and every r in the range of U:
|U(r)| <M (3.15)
where M is independent of rand U.
3. There exists a non-negative function F(r) with the property that for all
members U ε H {U} and every r in the range of U(r):
|U(r) I ≤ F(r) (3.16)
4.
∞ e
∫∫ ∫ F(x, y, z) dxdydz < ∞
- 00 -e
(3.17)
The assumptions 1-4 are based on our apriori knowledge of the object
expressed in (3.14).
Concerning the tolerance δ with which U(r) has to be computed we expect
the number of illumination directions to depend on δ. This can be qualitati-
vely understood as follows: the wave function in the object plane contains the
projection of the potential distribution on the object plane (as evidenced by
Glauber's scattering theory). If we want to reconstrnct fine details of U(r) we
need a lot of projections which means a lot of illumination directions.
Let us now return to the reconstruction problem proper. If we take the
Fourier transform of (3.12) with respect to X0 and Y0' and interchange the
* It should be stressed, that the reconstruction procedure does not assume
V(r)to have the form (3.14). (3.14) only givesa clue what magnitude of variations
may be expected.
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order of integration (which is allowed according to a theorem of Fubini, see
Saks [5], eh. IH, § 8), we obtain:
where Hj(px, py, z0) denotes the Fourier transform of hj(x0, y0' Z0)' Instead
of Hj(px, py, Z0)we shall consider Hj(px + kj,x, py, z0) because exp(ikj,z Z0)
is then the only factor of the integrand of (3.18) which depends upon kj,z
(remembel' Aj ≡ kj,z), which turns out to be favourable for the application
of (3.7)). From (3.18) we get:
(3.19)
If we perform the integration over pz and define the function M(Z0' z, px, py)
by:
(3.20)
we derive from (3.7), (3.19) and (3.20), remembering that kj,z = Aj,
(3.21)
For every number EI > 0 there exists a number P(E1), such that:
|Ep(Z,z') | < EI (3.21')
for every number p > P(E1), for every real z and every z' in | z' I ≤ e. Assum-
ing Ik2 - Px2- py21 < L it will be shown in the Appendix that when 10 is an
arbitrary positive number
+ 00 +e
| ∫∫dx' dy' ∫ dz'
-00 -e
exp (-ipx x' - ipy y') M-l (Z0'Z,px, py) M (Z0'z', px, py)U(x', y', z')
+00
X {δc(z-z') +Ep(Z,Z')}- ∫∫dx'dy' exp(-ipxx'-ipyy')U(x',y',z)I <10
-00
(3.22)
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valid for all values of c > c(ε), all values of p > P(ε) and all functions U(x, y, z)
belonging to the class H {U}. The validity of (3.22) can be heuristically und er-
stood: the contribution of εp(z, z') can be made as small as we  pleasebecause
of (3.21') while the contribution of be(z - z') can easily be evaluated in the
limit c --* ∞ (be is a regularized b-function). As a result the first term on the
left-hand side of (3.22) is equal to the second term. This reasoning is not
sufficient for our  pur posesbecause we want to be sure for which values of  p
and c a certain  pres pecifiedaccuracy of the reconstruction has been attained.
This as pect of the  problem is discussed at length in the A p pendix. From
(3.21) we see that in these circumstances also
(3.23)
(3.23) means that the two-dimensional Fourier transform of U(x', y', z) (with
res pect to the variable x' and y') can be determined U pto a  pres pecified
accuracy (measured by ε) for values of  pxand  pylying in a bounded domain
| k2-  px2-  py21 < L in the ( px, py)- plane.Because L can be chosen as large
as we  pIease it follows from the Fourier inversion theorem that U(x, y, z) can
be com puted with arbitrary accuracy*.
This, formally at least, solves the three-dimensional reconstruction  prob-
lem.
4. Discussion
The authors are well aware that the reconstruction scheme which they  pro-
 pose may encounter difficulties in  practical realizations. One of the main
shortcomings of the  present treatment is that noise has been neglected. The
statistical as pects of electron beams will be the subject of future studies.
Our reconstruction  pro posalwill work best in the regime of high voltage
microsco pywhere the number of inelastically scattered electrons is less than
in medium voltage microsco py and where the assum ptions for the  present
analysis are better satisfied.
Appendix
In this a p pendixwe shall derive equation (3.22). To this end we first derive
the following Theorem.
Theorem
Let the functions U(x, y, z) be defined in the infinite slab: -∞ < x < +∞,
-∞ < y +∞, -e ≤ z ≤ +e where e is a  positive number. The functions U
* If the integration limits for x' and y' are finitewe have the problemof inverting
a finiteFourier transform. This has been solved in [2].
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are supposed to belong to a dass of functions H {U} which share the following
properties:
1. The functions U are piecewise equicontinuous on the slab -∞ < x <
+∞, -∞ < y < +∞, -e ≤ z ≤ e.
2. The functions U are bounded on the slab in such a way that there exists
a positive number M, independent of x, y, z and U such that
|U(x, y, z) | < M (A.1)
for all functions U ε H {U}.
3. The functions U(x, y, z) considered as functions of z, are of total limited
variation uniformly in U, i.e. there exists a positive number V independent






valid for all values of x and y (the notation "(z)" under the integral sign
indicates that we consider integration along the z-direction).
Then the following statement holds true: is ε an arbitrary positive number
then there exists a positive number C(ε), only depending upon ε such that
for all values of x and y, all values of z in a bounded interval-e + Δ ≤ z ≤
+e - Δ (0 < Δ < e), and all functions U ε H {U}
for all values of c > C(ε)'
U(x, y, z±) =  limU(x, y, z± η)
η↓0





and introduce a new integration variable p according to
p = c(z - z').
I then becomes
(A.5)
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For c -+ + 00 the lower integration limit goes to -00, the upper limit to + 00
because z is restricted to -e + Δ ≤ z ≤ +e - Δ (0 < Δ < e). We split
(A.5) in two integrals:
(A.6)
We shall only discuss the second integral on the right-hand side of (A.6).
The discussion of the other integral proceeds in exactly the same way.
We write:
(A.7)
where ξ is arbitrary für the moment but independent of c. Now U(x. y, z) is
supposed to be piecewise equicontinuous. This means that for every member
of the class H {U} the following statement is true: is ε an arbitrary positive
number then for almost every z in -e + Δ ≤ z ≤ +e - Δ and every x and y
there exists a positive number o(ε) such that
for all values of c such that p/ < o(ε). For 0 ≤ p ≤ ξ this inequality holds
c
for c > c(ε) =ξ/ .Furthermore, c can be chosen so large that U (x,y,z _p/)
o(ε) c
- U(x, y, z -) does not change sign on the integration interval. (This possi-
bility is guaranteed by the limited total variation (A.2)). In that case we can
write down the following inequality (using Du Bois-Reymond's theorem
(Whittaker and Watson [8], § 4.14)):
(A.8)
for all c > c(ε), where H is the upper bound of
when ξl and ξ2 range from 0 to ξ.
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Next we consider the second integral on the right-hand side of (A.7):
is a convergent integral. So for every positive number ε there
exists a positive number ξ(ε) such that for every ξ > ξ(ε). If
we choose in (A.9) ξ > ξ(ε) and we can make the following estimate
from (A.9):
where (A.1) and (A.2) have been used.




If we choose c so large that c(z + e) > ξ(ε) which is certainly true for
then we derive from (A.11) for every c > c1(ε)
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It is evident from the derivation that this inequality holds uniformly in x
and y for all values of x and y and uniformly in U für every member U of
H{U}.
Analogously we can prove
(A.13)
uniformly in x, y, z and U for all c > C'(ε). Combination of (A.6), (A.12) and
(A.13) proves the theorem.
The important point of the preceding theorem is that the number c(ε) holds
für every member of H {U} which is important in actual applications when
one wants to be sure that a certain level of precision has really been obtained.
Let us next consider the expression
+00 +e
∫∫dx' dy' ∫ dz' exp (-ipx x' -ipy y') M-l(Z0' Z,px, py)
-00 -e
X M(z0'z', px, py) U(x', y', z') δc(z - z') (A.14)
which occurs in (3.22). We shall consider the limit c → +00 of (A.14). If we
were allowed to interchange this limit and the integrations over x' and y'




This worry about interchanging limits and integration, usually of no
concern to physicists, is important in our problem when we want to be sure
that a certain degree of accuracy has really been reached.
We shall show that the interchange of limit and integration in (A.15) is
justified. We define:
+e
fc(x', y') = ∫ dz' exp(-ipx x' -ipy y') M-l(Z0' z, px, py)
-e
X M(Z0'z', px, py) U(x', y', z') δc(z-z'). (A.17)
Further, we suppose that the values of px and py are restricted by
|k2_PX2_py2| < L; Px and py real. (A.18)
7 Optik 38, Heft 1
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Then it is possible to show the existence of a majorizing function G(x', y')
such that
| fc(x', y') | ≤ G(x', y') (A.19)
for every c and every U c H {U}, while
+00
∫∫ G(x', y') dx' dy' < ∞.
-00
(A.20)
In order to prove this statement we divide the integration interval for z' in
subintervals where U(x', y', z') M(z0, z', px, py) is monotonic. Let us denote
these intervals (which are finite in number by the Heine-Borel theorem) by
[-e, -e + δ1], [-e + δv -e + δ2], [-e + δn-1, +e]. (A.21)
On each of these intervals we can apply Du Bois-Reymond's Theorem
(Whittaker and Watson [8], § 4.14) to the integral
-e+δj+l
∫ dz' M-1(Z0' Z, px, py) M(z0' z', px py) U(x', y', z') δc(z - z')
-e+δ
j ξj
= M-1(Z0'Z,PX'Py) [M(Z0' -e + δj,PX'PY) U(x', y', - e + δj) ∫ δc(z -z') dz'
-e+δj
-e+δj+l
+ M(Z0' -e + δj+1, px, py) U(x', y', -e + δj+1) ∫ δc(z - z') dz'] (A.22)
ξj
where ξj is a value in the interval [-e + δj, -e + δj+1].
From (3.20) it is evident that M-1(Z0' z, px, py) M(z0' -e + δj, px, py) is
bounded as function of j: M-1(Z0' z, px, py) M(Z0' -e + δj, px, py) I < N
provided (A.18) holds. For all va lues of η1 and η2 and for all positive values
of c:
11: δc(z-z') dz' |< H,
where H is a number independent of η1 and η2 and independent of c.
From these considerations, (3.16) and (A.22) we derive:
I
+e |--∫-e dz' M-1(Z0' z, px, py) M(Z0' z', px, py) U(x', y', z') δc(z - z')
n-l
≤ Σ NH {F(x', y', -e + δj) + F(x', y', -e + δj+1)} ≡ G(x', y'). (A.23)
j=0
It follows straightforwardly from (A.17) and (A.23) that
Ifc(x', y') I≤ G(x', y')
for every c and every U eH {U} which proves (A.19). (A.20) follows immedia-
tely from (3.17).
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Now we can use a theorem analogous to the dominated convergence theo-
rem of Lebesgue (Titchmarsh [6], page 345). We shall not formulate this
theorem but just use its proof, adapted to our case.
Because of (A.20) to every ε > 0 there exists a domain G(ε) with the pro-
perty that if CG(ε) is the complement of G(ε):
SI G(x', y') dx' dy' < ε. (A.24)
CG(ε)
Because of (A.19) then also
| ∫∫ fc(x', y') dx' dy' I< ε (A.25)
CG(ε)
and if f(x', y') is the limit for c ---+∞ of fc(x', y'):
| ∫∫ f(x', y') dx' dy' | < ε. (A.26)
CG(ε)
It has been shown in the Theorem of this Appendix that fc(x', y') tends
uniformly in x', y' and U for every U ε H {U} to a limit function. This means
that for every positive number ε there exists a positive number Γ(ε), inde-
pendent of U, such that
| SI fc(x', y') dx' dy' - SI f(x', y') dx' dy' I < ε
G(ε) G(ε)
for all c > Γ(ε). We now consider
(A.27)
1
+00 +00 |l∫∞ fc(x', y') dx' dy' - l∫∞ f(x', y') dx' dy'
≤ I+∫r fc(x', y') dx' dy' - SI fc(x', y') dx' dy' |
-00 G(ε)
+ | SI fc(x', y') dx' dy' - SI f(x', y') dx' dy' |
G(ε) G(ε)
+ | SI f(x', y') dx' dy' - 1'∞∫ f(x', y') dx' dy' | < ε + ε + ε = 3ε
G(ε) -00
where (A.25), (A.26) and (A.27) have been used. This completes the proof of
(A.15).
Finally we have to prove, in view of (3.22), that
+ 00 +e
∫∫ dx' dy' ∫ dz' exp (-ipx x' -ipy y') M-l(Z0' Z,px, py)
-Cf) -e
X M(z0'z', px, py) U(x', y', z') εp(z, z') (A.28)
can be made absolutely smaller than an arbitrary ε > 0, für every p > P(ε),
where P(ε) does not depend on U for U ε H {U}. The validity of (A.18) has to
be assumed. From (3.21) we have for every p > P(ε):
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where (3.17) has been used which gives the uniformity with respect to U.
This proves the last statement. The rigorous proof of (3.22) now follows
immediately.
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